
Create posters to help you to organise
information.
Create cards with key points and
practice.
Use past papers to practise answering
questions.
Chunking is breaking up a big piece of
information into smaller chunks rather
like steps in a ladder. It can be used for
numbers and words. Often students use
bullet points to break up information. 

Make a podcast / recording on your phone

for yourself to revise from. It could be you

reading your notes out loud. It could be you

singing your notes. 
It could be you reading and then stopping to

summarise what you have read(key words,

ideas, phrases, quotations) OR Asking

questions on what you have covered. Listen

to the recording as you lie in bed, walk to

school, in the car or travel on the bus.
 

Revision Tips & StrategiesRevision Tips & Strategies
Encourage your son/daughter to follow a revision timetable.
Encourage them to schedule it alongside homework, coursework and

personal time. 
Perhaps provide them with a notice board for their notes, timetables,

etc. 
Encourage the learning and memorising process to be a part of the
household. Ensure that they have a suitable space for working, away

from distractions. Show them that you are interested in their work; ensure that you are

informed about what is expected regarding exams and help to test
them. 
From time to time go over their work with them. Give praise for
accomplishment and effort, and encourage extra practice in their weak

areas. 
Don’t get discouraged! Sometimes the going gets tough; remember to

act calm and positive. Don’t let yourself get drawn into arguments and

negativity. If a student is angry about schoolwork, it is often because

they think they can’t do it. Help to show them that they can. 

Use your revision guides.
DO something with the information – don’t just
read it. Use the tests provided in the guides and
any practice papers provided by your teachers. 

Read through your books and revision guides.

If you do not understand something ask somebody.

Choose the memory tricks that work best for you. 

Your own notes are best. 

Whilst revision guides can be useful, the more you 

 personalise your revision, the more effective it will

be, so the notes you make are best. The process of

making the notes is part of your revision and once

you “own” the work it is easier to remember.
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Make

Lists
Bullet point them

Number them
1.

   a) Letter them

According to what suits

you best. 
 

 

Mnemonics help you toremember by using short words
that stand for something to help
you. Here is a Mnemonic for
REVISION. 


